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THE CLEVELAND ELECTRIC ILLUMIN ATING COMPANY
P o Box 5000 m CLEvtLAND OHlo 44101 m TELEPHONE (216) 622-9800 e ILLUMINATING BLDG e 55 PUBLIC SOUARE

Sewing The Best Location in the Nation

Dilwyn R. Davidson
vtCE PRESIDENT
SYSTEM ENGINEERING AND CONSTRUCTION June 16, 1982

Mr. A. Schwencer
Chief, Licensing Branch No. 2
Division of Licensing
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D. C. 20555

Dear Mr. Schwencer:

Perry Nuclear Power Plant
Docket Nos. 50-440; 50-441
SER Open Item - No. 15
Fire Protection

This letter and its attachments are provided in response to the
Perry SER open item number 15 regarding fire protection features
to ensure safe shutdown capability. This information is provided
in the form of requests for deviation from 10 CFR Part 50, App-
endix R, Section III G. These issues were discussed in an
April 26 meeting with the NRC as identified in our letter dated
May 6, 1982.

We believe that this letter and its attachments should resolve
the issue of PNPP compliance with the fire protection guidance
for safe shutdown contained in BTP CMEB 9.5-1, Section C.S.b,
and eliminate this item as an open item in the Perry SER.

Very truly yours,

& W

Dalwy R. Davidson
Vice President
System Engineering and Construction

DRD: mb

cc: Jay Silberg, Esq. g p|
John Stefano D
Max Gildner
N. Fioravante
J. Stang
Bob Barnes
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Atttchm:nt I.

Request for Deviation From 10CFR Part 50 Appendix R, Section III.G

Building: Control Complex Elevation: 574'-10"

Fire Zone: 'CC-lb & CC-1c Drawing No.: E-023-006

i Reason: Redundant safe shutdown related systems exist in Fire Zones CC-lb
and CC-Ic without the divisional separation recommended by Appen-

| dix R, Section III.G.

Fire Protection:

A smoke detection system is provided for Fire Zones CC-lb and the
south end of Fire Zone CC-1c. Also, a 1-hour cable tray wrap is
provided for one train of redundant safe shutdown related cable
tray and conduit. This fire protection arrangement does not fully
meet the recommendations of Appendix R, Section III.G, however,
the protection provided is justified considering the low combus- >

tible loading, the absence of concentration of insitu combusti-
bles and the existing installation of partial fire barriers and
separation between equipment except for valves P42F330A and
P42F330B which have only 4 1/2 feet. separation. It should be
noted that even though there is only 4 1/2 feet _ separation between
these valves, the valves can be manually operated even though the
motor operators or the electrical control to the motor operators
may be lost due to a fire.

Per NRC request, the following detailed information is provided in accordance
with the format provided in NRC's criteria for granting exemptions to
Section III.G.

A. Area Description

- Wall, floor ceiling construction: Drywall and reinforced concrete.

2Floor area: 2,192 ft CC-lb Ceiling height: 23'-6" i-

13,632 ft' CC-Ic

Volume: 51,512 ft* CC-lb
320,352 ft' CC-1c

Ventillation:-

Fire Supply Recirculation Max Exhaust No. of Supply /
Zone CFM CFM CFM Return Registers

CC-Ib 11,000 11,000 0 10
CC-1c 10,000 8,000 2,000 8

-1-
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Attrchment I.

Safe Shutdown CapabilityB.
3

Number of redundant systems in area: *
-

is required for hot shutdown:
Whether or not system or equipment
No distinction has been made between hot and cold shutdown systemthe same degree of protection is provided-

or equipment, therefore,for both hot and cold shutdown systems and equipment.
motor / pumps, valves, HVAC a

- Type of equipment / cables involved: Chillers and power & control
cabling

Repair Time for cold shutdown equipment within this area:
N/A - Repair of systems required for cold shutdown is notconsidered since as stated above, no distinction is

-

l i

made between hot and cold shutdown in this ana ys s.
The allowable 72 hour period following hot shutdown

for repairing cold shutdown systems is not utilizedin the analysis since fire protection has been provi edd
d t

so that not even a temporary loss of both redun an
cold shutdown systems would be acceptabic.

tion

Separation between redundant components and insitu concentra
-

of combustibles (Note 1):
(Emergency Closed Cooling System) Horizontal Separation = 24'_P42

IP42C001A/IP42C001B (Pump & Motor) Horizontal Separation = 34'
P42F300A/P42F300B (Valve) Horizontal Separation = 68'

43'
P42F315A/P42F315B (Valve) Horizontal Separation =
P42F330A/P42F330B (Valve) (See Note 2)

(Emergency Closed Cooling Pump Area Cooling System)__Horizontal Separation = 22'M28

M28B001A/M28B001B (Chiller)

(Control Complex Chilled Water System) Horizontal Separation = 58'P47

F47B001A/P47B001B (Chiller) Horizontal Separation = 62'
P47C001A/P47C001B (Pump & Motor)

There are no significant concentrations of insitu
Notes: 1.

combustibles in these fire zones.
Valves P42F330A and P42F330B can be manually operatedi l control
even though the motor operators or the electr ca2.

fire.
to the motor operators may be lost due to a

for

-
Alternative shutdown capability - No credit was takenalternative shutdown capability.
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Attcchment I

i

C. Fire Hazard Analysis

Type of combustibles: Cable insulation, motor. winding insulation,-

panel combustibles, lubricating oil.

Quantity of Combustibles:-

,

51,760,000 BTU CC-lb 23,620 BTU /ft'
97,620,000 BTU ~ CC-1c 7,160 BTU /ft*'

Due to wrapping of cable trays, these quantities are
reduced as follows:'

45,250,000 CC-lb 20,650 BTU /ft*
97,620,000 CC-1c. 7,160 BTU /ft*'

i

Ease of Ignition & Propagation: Low-

Heat Release Rate Potential: Moderate-

j
- Suppression Damage to Equipment: No automatic suppression

system provided.

- Area Continuously Manned: No Traffic: Low Accessibility: Yes

i,
D. The following table outlines cable tray data regarding tray number,

elevation percent fill, safety classification, and whether the cable
tray is a vertical or horizontal run, and if the cable tray is pro-

j. vided with a 1-hour fire wrap:

* Cable Tray Wrap ZONE CC-lb
(H) Horizontal Run F1r. El. 574-10

(V) Vertical-Run Fir. Above El. 599-0 g.

(BOP) Balance Of Plant

Safety- Non-Safety-
,

! Tray # Elev. % Full Related Related Remarks
UNIT 1:

18"106 593-3(H) 22.4-33.7 X (Div. 1)
18"609 591-11(H) 8.5-10.8 X (Div. 1)

,

12"1655 590-7(H) 0.6 X (Div. 1)'

18"255* 593-3(H) 22.4 X (Div. 2)
18"1308* 591-11(H) 6.2-8.6 X (Div. 2)
12"1803 588-10(H) 0.6 X (Div. 2)

UNIT 2:
18"2506 593-3(H) 22.4-33.7 X (Div. 1)
18"3010 591-11(H) 3.9 X (Div. 1)
12"4056 588-10(H) 0.6 X (Div. 1)

4
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* Cable Tray Wrap ZONE CC-1c
(H) Horizontal Run Fir. El. 574-10
(V) Vertical Run Fir. Above El. 599-0
(BOP) Balance Of Plant

Safety- Non-Safety-
Tray # Elev. % Full Related Related Remarks

UNIT 1:
18"255 593-3(H) 22.4- X (Div. 2)
18"1308 591-11(H) 6.2-7.9 X (Div. 2)
12"1803 590-7(H) 0.6 X (Div. 2) (2)2'(V)

588-10(H) @ 45'
18"473 593-3(H) 11.2-22.4 X (BOP)
30"1079 591-11(H) 6.8-9.6 X (BOP)
12"2212 590-7(H) 2-2.8 X (BOP) 2'(V)

588-10(H) @ 45'

UNIT 2:
18"2838 593-3(H) 22.4 X (BOP)
24"3412 591-11(H) 5-6.4 X (BOP)'
12"4587 588-10(H) 2.8-3.3 X (BOP)

E. Fire Protection Existing or Committed

- Fire Detection Systems: Yes

- Fire Extinguishing Systems: No

- Hose Stations: Yes

- Extinguishers: Yes

Radiant Heat Shields: Yes-

F. Conclusion

These two zones do not meet the cable separation criteria of Appendix R,
Section III.G, nor is sprinkler protection provided. However, the
granting of an exemption is requested based on combustible loading of
approximately 15 minutes in Zone CC-lb and less than 15 minutes in
CC-Ic, and cable tray wraps, separation barriers, and fire detection.

i

,

412/Q/4/bai
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Attschment II

Request for Deviation From 10CFR Part 50, Appendix R, Section III.G

Building: Control Complex Elevation: 620'-6"

Fire Zone: Elevator and Stairwell Vestibule Drawing No.: E-023-011

Reason: Redundant safe shutdw,n related cable trays exist in the elevator
and stairwell vestibule without the divisional separation recommen-
ded by Appendix R, Section III.G.

Fire Protection:

A smoke detection system is provided for the elevator and stairwell
vestibule. Also, a 1-hour cable tray wrap is provided for both
trains of redundant safe shutdown related cable tray. This fire
protection arrangement does not fully meet the recommendations of
Appendix R, Section III.G, however, the protection provided is
justified considering the low combustible loading (under 15 min-
utes), the absence of concentration of insitu combustibles and the
25 foot separation of the redundant cable trays of safe shutdown
related cable. This area also has a lack of transient storage
capability since the area must be kept clear to avoid impending
pedestrian movement.

Per NRC request, the following detailed information is provided in accordance
with the format provided in NRC's criteria for granting exemptions to Sec-
tion III.G.

A. Area Description

- Walls, floor ceiling construction: Reinforced concrete.

- Floor area: 395 ft Ceiling Height: 17'-6" Volume: 6,860 ft'

- Ventilation:

Fire Supply Recirculation Max Exhaust No. of Supply /;

Zone CFM CFM CFM Return Registers

' Elev. 0 0 0 0

Stairwell / 0 0 0 0

B. Safe Shutdown Capability

! Number of Redundant Systems in Area: 6-

|

4
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Whether or not system or equipment is required for hot shutdown:-

No distinction has been made between hot and cold shutdown systems
or equipment. Therefore, the same degree of protection is provided
for both hot and cold shutdown systems and equipment.

- Type equipment / cables included: Power & Control Cabling

- Repair time for cold shutdown equipment within this area:
N/A - Repair of systems required for cold shutdown is not

considered since as stated above, no distinction is
made between hot and cold shutdown in this analysis.
The allowable 72 hour period following hot shutdown
for repairing cold shutdown systems is not utilized in
the analysis since fire protection has been provided so
that not even a temporary loss of both redundant cold
shutdown systems would be acceptable.

- Separation between redundant components and insitu concentration

of combustibles (Note 1).

Redundant cables and in cable trays separated horizontally by 25'.

Note 1: There is no concentration of insitu combustibles in this fire area.

- Alternative Shutdown Capability - No credit was taken for alterna-
tive shutdown capability.

C. Fire Hazard Analysis

Type of combustibles: Cable insulation-

Quantity of combustibles:-

Both trains of redundant power and control cable tray have a
1 hour wrap, therefore, the fire load is as follows:

6,940,000 BTU 17,704 BTU /ft"

Ease of ignition and propagation: Low-

- Heat release rate potential: Moderate

- Suppression damage to equipment: No automatic suppression
,

system provided.

- Area continuously manned: No, Traffic: Med. Accessibility: Yes

D. The following table outlines cable tray data regarding tray number,
elevation percent fill, safety classification, and whether the cable
tray is a vertical or horizontal run, and if the cable tray is provided
with a 1-hour fire wrap:

|
|

-2-
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* Cable Tray Wrap ZONE ELEVATOR & STAIRWELL VEST.
(H) Horizontal Run F1r. El. 620-6

(V) Vertical Run Fir. Above El. 638-6

(BOP) Balance Of Plant

Safety- Non-Safety-
Tray # Elev. % Full Related Related Remarks

UNIT 1:
12"109* 633-8(H) 59.6 X (Div. 1)
24"612* 632-4(H) 19.3 X (Div. 1)
12"1657 630-6(H) 2.7 X (Div. 1)
12"284 633-8(H) 59.6 X (Div. 2)
24"1357 632-4(H) 22.7 X (Div. 2)
12"1808 630-6(H) 3.5 X (Div. 2)
12"1393 620-6(BOT) 4.8 X (Div. 2) Fu11(V)w/45*

632-9(TOP)
6"1848 620-6(BOT) 1.1 X (Div. 2) Fu11(V)w/45*

631-6(TOP)
24"845 630-6(H) 12.2 X (BOP)

E. Fire Protection Existing or Committed

- Fire Detection Systems: Yes

- Fire Extinguishing Systems: No

- Hose Stations: Yes

- Extinguishers: Yes

- Radiant Energy Shields: No

F. Conclusion

This zone does not meet the cable separation criteria of Appendix R,
Section III.G, nor is sprinkler protection provided. However, the
granting of an exemption is requested based on a combustible loading
of less than 15 minutes, the wrapping of the redundant cable trays in
question, and the provision of fire detection.

412/R/3/ba
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Atttchm:nt III

Request for Deviation From 10CFR Part 50, Appendix R, Section III.G
. _

Building: Control Complex Elevation: 679'-6"

Fire Zone: ICC-6 Drawing No.: E-023-019

Reason: Redundant safe shutdown related cables exist in Fire Zone ICC-6
without the divisional separation recommended by Appendix R,
Section III.G.

Fire Protection:

A smoke detection system is provided for the Fire Zone ICC-6.
Also a 1-hour cable tray wrap is provided for one train of re-
dundant safe shutdown related cable trays. This fire protection
arrangement does not fully meet the recommendations of Appendix R,
Section III.G, however, the protection provided is justified con-
sidering the low combustible loading (under 15 minutes), the ab-
sence of a concentration of insitu combustibles, and the 45 foot
separation between redundant safe shutdown related cable trays.

Per NRC request the following detailed information is provided in accordance
with the format provided in NRC's criteria for granting exemptions to
Section III.G.

A. Area Description

- Walls, Floor Ceiling Construction: Drywall and Reinforced Concrete.

Floor Area: 8,251 ft' Ceiling Height: 39'-6"-

- Volume: 325,914 ft'

Ventilation:-

Fire Supply Recirculation Max Exhaust No. of Supply /
Zone CFM CFM CFM Return Registers

ICC-6 0 0 0 0

B. Safe Shutdown Capability

Number of Redundant Systems in Area: 4-

Whether or not system or equipment is required for hot shutdown:-

No distinction has been made between hot and cold shutdown systems
or equipment. Therefore, the same degree of protection is provided
for both hot and cold shutdown systems and equipment.

-1-
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Type of equipment / cables in fire area: power & control cabling.-

Refer to PNPP/FPER drawings for more information.

- Repair time for cold shutdown equipment within this area:
N/A - Repair of systems required for cold shutdown is not

considered since as stated above, no distinction is
made between hot and cold shutdown in this analysis.
The allowable 72 hour period following hot shutdown
for repairing cold shutdown systems is not utilized in
the analysis since fire protection has been provided so
that not even a temporary loss of both redundant cold
shutdown systems would be acceptable.

- Separation between redundant components and insitu concentration
of combustibles (Note 1).

Redundant cables and in cable trays separated horizontally by 45'.

Note 1: There is no significant concentrations of insitu combustibles in
this fire area.

- Alternative Shutdown Capability - No credit was taken for alterna-
tive shutdown capability.

C. Fire Hazard Analysis

- Type of combustibles: Cable insulation, charcoal, motor winding
insulation

- Quantity of combustibles: 128,000,000 BTU 15,500 BTU /ft

- Ease of ignition and propagation: Moderate

- Heat release rate potential: Moderate

- Suppression damage to equipment: (No automatic suppression
taken into account in system design.)

- Area continuously manned: No, Traffic: Low Accessibility: Yes

D. The following table outlines cable tray data regarding tray number,
elevation percent fill, safety classification, and whether the cable
tray is a vertical or horizontal run, and if the cable tray is provided
with a 1-hour fire wrap:

i

-2-
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Attachment III

* Cable Tray Wrap ZONE ICC-6 -

,

(H) Horizontal Run Fir. E1. 679-6

(V) Vertical Run Fir. Above f

(BOP) Balance Of Plant /|
Safety-- Non-Safeby-

Tray # Elev. % Full Related Related Remarks
UNIT 1:

18"135* 689-8(H) 63.9 X (Div. 1) 2(V)@30* *-
_,

688-1(H)
''

i

18"625* 688-4(H) 15.5 X (Div. 1) 1(V)@30* ^

687-0(H) -

12"1696 687-0(H) 1.2 X (Div. 1) s

18"277 700-11(H) 63.9 X (Div. 2) 4(V)@45*
696-5(H) f ,

18"1383 649-7(H) 11 X (Div. 2) 4(V)@45*
695-1(H)

12"1819 698-3(H) 1.2 X (Div. 2) 5(V)@45*
693-3(H) ''

24"547 691-4(H) 44 X (BOP) (2)4'(V)
637-11(H) @45*
691-4(H)

12"499 701-2(H) 12.2 X (BOP) 10'(V)
691-4(H) @90*

12"500 691-4(H) 40.7 X (BOP)
24"1241 690-3(H) 26 X (BOP) (2)4'(V)

686-10(H) @45*
690-3(H)

12"1134 700-1(H) 42 X (BOP.) 10'(V)
690-3(H) @90* '

12"2306 689-2(H) 21.5 X (BOP)' 2,' (V)@45 *

687-11(H)
12"2277 699-0(H) 13.3 X (BOP) 10'(V)@90

689-2(H) 2'(V)@45*
687-11(H) f

18"1135 690-3(H) 25 X (B0P)
12"924 700-5(H) 27 X (BOP) ,

12"839 700-5(H) 29 X (BOP) 12'(V)@90* '
688-6(H) s, -,

12"840 687-6(TOP) 30 6'(V)
681-0(BOT) ,

i

E. Fire Protection Existing or Committed

Fire Detection Systems: Yes-

Fire Extinguishing Systems: Manual deluge system for charcoal-

filter '

Hose Stations: Yes .
-

- Extinguishers: Yes ,

Radiant Energy Shields: No "'-

-3-
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F. Conclusion

This zone does not meet the cable separition criteria of Appendix R,
Section III.G. However, an exemption should be granted because a manual
deluge system is provided for charcoal filter, detection is provided
and the combustible loading is less than 15 minutes.

i
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.

Request for Deviation From 10CFR Part 50. Appendix R. Section III.G

Building: Diesel Generator Elevation: 620'-6"

Fire Zone: DG-Id Drawing No.: E-023-011

Reason: Redundant safe shutdown related cables exist in Fire Zone DG-1d
without the divisional separation recommended by Appendix R,
Section III.G.

Fire Protection:

A smoke detection system is provided for the Fire Zone DG-1d.
Also a 1-hour cable tray wrap is provided for one train of re-
dundant safe shutdown related cable trays. This fire protection
arrangement does not fully meet the recommendations of Appendix R,
Section III.G, however, the protection provided is justified con-
sidering the low combustible loading (under 1/2 hour), the ab-
sence of a concentration of insitu combustibles, and the 25 foot
separation between redundant safe shutdown related cable trays.

; Per NRC request the following detailed information is provided in accordance
with the format provided in NRC's criteria for granting exemptions to
Section III.G.

A. Area Description

Walls, Floor Ceiling Construction: Reinforced Concrete.-

- Floor Area: 1968 ft* Ceiling Height: 25'-6"

- Volume: 50,184 ft*

Ventilation:-

Fire Supply Recirculation Max Exhaust No. of Supply /
Zone CFM CFM CFM Return Registers

| DG-Id 0 0 0 0

B. Safe Shutdown Capability

Number of Redundant Systems in Area: 6-

|
- Whether or not system or equipment is required for hot shutdown:

No distinction has been made between hot and cold shutdown systems
or equipment. Therefore, the same degree of protection is provided
for both hot and cold shutdown systems and equipment.

' -1-
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Attcchment IV

. Type of equipment / cables in fire area: power & control cabling.-

Refer to PNPP/FPER drawings for more information.

Repair time for cold shutdown equipment within this area:-

N/A - Repair of systems required for cold shutdown is not
considered since as stated above, no distinction is
made between hot and cold shutdown in this analysis.
The allowable 72 hour period following hot shutdown
for repairing cold shutdown systems is not utilized in
the analysis since fire protection has been provided so
that not even a temporary loss of both redundant cold
shutdown systems would be acceptable.

Separation between redundant components and insitu concentration-

of combustibles (Note 1).

Redundant cables and in cable trays separated horizontally by 25'.

Note 1: There is no concentration of insitu combustibles in this fire area.

Alternative Shutdown Capability - No credit was taken for alterna--

| tive shutdown capability.

C. Fire Hazard Analysis

Type of combustibles: Cable insulation-

Quantity of combustibles: 56,000,000 BTU 28,500 BTU /ft*-

When power and control cable trays of both trains
are wrapped, this quantity is reduced as follows:

841,900,000 BTU 20,929 BTU /ft

Ease of ignition and propagation: Low-

- Heat release rate potential: Moderate

- Suppression damage to equipment: No automatic suppression system
provided.

Area continuously manned: No, Traffic: Med. Accessibility: Yes-

i D. The following table outlines cable tray data regarding tray number,

| elevation percent fill, safety classification, and whether the cable
tray is a vertical or horizontal run, and if the cable tray is provided
with a 1-hour fire wrap:

;

-2-
_
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* Cable Tray Wrap ZONE DG-Id
(H) Horizontal Run Fir. El. 620-6

(V) Vertical Run No. Fir. Above

(BOP) Balance Of Plant

Safety- Non-Safety-
Tray # Elev. % Full Related Related Remarks

UNIT 1:
12"145* 633-8(H) 59.6 X (Div. 1)
12"146* 639-0(H) 59.6 X (Div. 1) 3'(V)@90'
6'107* 639-0(H) 43.7 X (Div. 1)
12"108 639-6(H) 75.5 X (Div. 1) 3'(V)@45'
6"108 636-9 75.5 X (Div. 1) 3'(V)@45'
24"659* 632-4(H) 19.3 X (Div. 1)
24"611* 636-4(H) 20.3 X (Div. 1) 3'(V)@90'
12"611 636-4(H) 20.3 X (Div. 1) 3'(V)@90'
12"610 637-8(H) 21.2 X (Div. 1)
12"1691 635-0(H) 2.7 X (Div. 1) 5'(V)@90'

630-6(H)
12"285* 639-0(H) 59.6 X (Div. 2) 6'(V)@95*

633-8(H)
12"286 639.0(H) 75.5 X (Div. 2) 3'(V)@45'
6"286 636-9(H) 75.5 X (Div. 2) 3'(V)@45'
6"259* 639-0(H) 43.7 X (Div. 2)
24"1358* 636-4(H) 18.9 X (Div. 2) 4'(V)@45',

632-4(H)
12"1315* 636-4(H) 20.5 X (Div. 2)
12"1314 637-8(H) 20.1 X (Div. 2)
12"1837 635-0(H) 2.7 X (Div. 2) 5'(V)@45*

630-6(H)
24"868 632-4(H) 13.5-18.4 X (B0P)
24"870 639-9(H) 9.1-17 X (BOP) 7'(V)@45'

632-4(H)
24"867 641-0(H) 9.2 X (BOP) 8'(V)@90'
24"2356 639-9(H) 1.8-5.6 X (B0P) 2'(V)@45'

637-8(H) 7'(V)@45'
630-6(H)

24"2357 639-6(H) 5.5 X (B0P) 8'(V)@90'

-3- t
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Safety- Non-Safety-
Tray # Elev. % Full Related Related Remarks

UNIT 2:
12"2543 633-8(H) 59.6 X (Div. 1)
12"2533 639-0(H) 59.6 X (Div. 1) '3'(V)@90'
6"2507 639-0(H) 75.5 X (Div. 1) 3'(V)@45'

636-9(H)
6"2508 639-0(H) 43.7 X (Div. 1)
24"3051 632-4(H) 19.2 X (Div. 1)
24"3014 636-4(H) 21.7 X (Div. 1) 3'(V)@90'
12"3014 636-4(H) 21.7 X (Div. 1) 3'(V)@90'
12"3013 637-8(H) 20.1 X (Div. 1)
12"4080 635-0(H) 2.7 X (Div. 1) 4'(V)@90'

631-10(H)
12"2674 639-0(H) 59.6 X (Div. 2) 6'(V)@45'

633-8(H)
6"2653 639-0(H) 43.7 X (Div. 2)
6"2675 639-0(H) 26.4 X (Div. 2) 3'(V)@45'

636-9(H)
24"3744 636-4(H) 19 X (Div. 2) 4'(V)@45'

632-4(H)
12"3707 636-4(H) 19 X (Div. 2)
12"3706 637-8(H) 20.8 X (Div. 2)
12"4229 635-0(H) 2.7 X (Div. 2) 4'(V)@45*,

631-0(H)
12"4203 635-0(H) 2.7 X (Div. 2)

I 24"3347 632-4(H) 19.6 X (BOP) 3'(V)@45'
629-6(H)

24"3348 633-8(H) 12 X (BOP)
24"3349 640-0(H) 12.4 X (BOP) 7'(V)@90*
24"4727 630-6(H) 5.9 X (B0P) 2'(V)@30

629-6(H)
24"4726 640-0(H) 5.9 X (BOP) 9'(V)@90*

E. Fire Protection Existing or Committed

Fire Detection Systems: Yes-

Fire Extinguishing Systems: No-

Hose Stations: Yes-

Extinguishers: Yes-

Radiant Energy Shields: No-

F. Conclusion

This zone does not meet the cable separation criteria of Appendix R,
Section III.G, nor is sprinkler protection provided. However, an
exemption should be granted because the combustible loading is approxi-
mately 15 minutes and fire detection is provided.

412/T/4/ba
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Request for Deviation From 10CFR Part 50, Appendix R, Section III.G

Building: Intermediate- Elevation: 599'-0"
620'-6"

Fire Zone: IB-2, IB-3 Drawing No.: E-023-008
012, 016

Reason: Redundant safe shutdown related cables exist in Fire Zone IB-2
and redundant safe shutdown related cable trays exist in IB-2 and
IB-3 without the divisional separation recommended by Appendix R,
Section III.G, since IB-2 and IB-3 form a single fire zone.

Fire Protection:

A smoke detection system and automatic sprinkler system is provided
for Fire Zone IB-2. In IB-2, a 1-hour cable tray wrap is provided
for one train of redundant safe shutdown related cable trays. This
fire protection arrangement does not fully meet the recommendations
of Appendix R, Section III.G, however, the protection provided is
justified considering the low combustible loading (IB-2 under
3/4 hour) (IB-3 slightly over 3/4 hour), the absence of a concen-
tration of insitu combustibles and the installation of smoke de-
tection and automatic sprinkler system in Fire Zone IB-2. Ten
redundant safe shutdown related valves in Fire Zone IB-2 with be-
tween only 2 to 17 feet separation between redundant valves, how-
ever these valves can be manually operated even though the motor
operators or the electrical control to the motor operators may be
lost due to a fire. In addition, the fire protection provided for
Fire Zone IB-2 will prevent the propagation of a fire from Fire Zone

Per NRC request the following detailed information is provided in accordance
with the format provided in NRC's criteria for granting exemptions to
Section III.G.

A. Area Description

Walls, Floor Ceiling Construction: Reinforced Concrete.-

Floor Area: 12,778 ft' IB-2 Ceiling Height: 21'-0"-

10,778 ft' IB-3 23'-6"

Volume: 268,338 ft'-

253,283 ft'

Ventilation:-

Fire Supply Recirculation Max Exhaust No. of Supply /
Zone CFM CFM CFM Return Registers

1 IB-2 1000 0 400 4
1 IB-3 1000 0 2400 4

:
I

-1-
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B. Safe Shutdown Capability

Number of Redundant Systems in Area: 7-

Whether or not system or equipment is required for hot shutdown:-

No distinction has been made between hot and cold shutdown systems
or equipment. Therefore, the same degree of protection is provided
for both hot and cold shutdown systems and equipment.

Type of equipment / cables in fire area: Valves, motor / pump, HVAC-

equipment, instrumentation, switchgear, panels, I/P converter,
power and control cabling. Refer to PNPP/FPER drawings for more
information.

|

Repair time for cold shutdown equipment within this area:-

N/A ' Repair of systems required for cold shutdown is not
considered since as stated above, no distinction is
made between hot and cold shutdown in this analysis.
The allowable 72 hour period following hot shutdown
for repairing cold shutdown systems is not stilized in
the analysis since fire protection hae.~ocen provided so
that not even a temporary loss of both redundant cold
shutdown systems would be acceptable.

Separation between redundant components and insitu concentration-

of combustibles (Note 1).

P42 (in IB-2) (Emergency Closed Cooling System)

P42F255A/P42F255B (Valve) Horizontal Separation = 17' (Note 2)
P42F260A/P42F260B (Valve) Horizontal Separation = 6' (Note 2)
P42F265A/P42F265B (Valve) Horizontal Separation = 11' (Note 2)
P42F380A/P42F380B (Valve) Horizontal Separation = 2' (Note 2)
P42F390A/P42F390B (Valve) Horizontal Separation = 4' (Note 2)

Notes: 1) There is no significant concentration of insitu combustibles in
these fire zones.

2) The valves listed above can be manually operated even though
the motor operators or the electrical control to the motor
operators may be lost due to a fire.

C. Fire Hazard Analysis

Type of combustibles: Cable insulation, panel combustibles,-

charcoal switchgear.

Quantity of combustibles: 628,400,000 BTU IB-2 49,230 BTU /ft*-

660,000,000 BTU IB-3 61,200 BTU /ft"

Ease of ignition and propagation: Moderate-

Heat release rate potential: Moderate-

-2-
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.

Suppression damage to equipment: No. The only safe shutdown-

related equipment in IB-2 are P42 system (Emergency Closed Cooling
System) valves which are not affected by sprinkler system dis-
charge.

Area continuously manned: No, Traffic: Med. Accessibility: Yes-

D. Fire Protection Existing or Committed

Fire Detection Systems: Yes-

Fire Extinguishing Systems: Manual deluge system on charcoal-

filters and complete sprinkler system
in IB-2.

|

Hose Stations: Yes-

Extinguishers: Yes-

Radiant Heat Shields: Yes-

E. These zones do not meet the cable separation criteria of Appendix R,
Section III.G. However, exemptions should be granted because IB-2 is
provided with a fire detection system, a sprinkler system, and a 1-hour
cable wrap for one division of redundant cable trays where the twenty
foot separation is not provided. Within Fire Zone IB-3 there are no
instances of both divisions of redundant equipment required for safe
shutdown being both located within this zone. There are instances where
the equipment redundant to equipment in IB.3 is located in IB-2 which is
protected as described above.

,

4

i

k
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Atttchm:nt VI

Request for Deviation From 10CFR Part 50, Appendix R. Section III.G

Building: Emergency Service Water Elevation: 586'-6"

Fire Zone: Pumphouse ESW-la Drawing No.: E-023-034

Reason: Redundant safe shutdown related systems exist in Fire Zone ESW-la
without the divisional separation recommended by Appendix R,
Section III.G.

Fire Protection:

This existing fire protection arrangement does not fully meet the
recommendations of Appendix R, Section III.G, however, the protec-
tion provided is justified considering the low combustible loading

(under 1/2 hour) and the absence of a concentration of insitu com-
bustibles. The separation between redundant equipment is from
21 to 46 feet with the exception of the screen wash system
(P49D001A & 49D001B) which has only 8 foot separation.

The screen wash system, which includes the traveling screens, motor
operated strainers, and screen wash pumps provide for removal of
debris from the traveling screens when in service so that Lake Erie
water is filtered before it enters the ESV pumps. The system is
Safety Class 3, Seismic I,

The water inlet is located more than one quarter mile offshore and
submerged more than 15' below the surface of the lake. Referring
to FSAR Figures 3.8-65 through 3.8-70, it can be seen that in order
for debris to enter the ESW pumphouse, the debris would have to be
submerged to the elevation of the intake heads, travel approximately
100' vertically downward, travel approximately 3,000' almost hori-
zonta11y and then rise vertically approximately 100' to the ESW
pumphouse. Also, the intake system is designed for an approach
velocity of 0.5 fps.

It should be noted that the screen wash system is not requirnd
for hot shutdown. In addition, because of the design features of
the intake / discharge structures, it is highly unlikely that any
significant amount of debris will enter the ESW pumphouse and clog
the screens. In the event the screens do become clogged, they can
be manually turned and cleaned to prevent any suction water flow
problems. Therefore, for the 72-hour period of concern for a fire
disabling the P49-ESW Screen Wash System, it is assumed that no
loss of flow occurs due to debris-clogged screens.

It should also be noted that in addition to the low conbustible
loading for Fire Zone ESW-la that the large distance between floor
level (586'-6") and the high ceiling (648'-0"), the redundant cable
trays will not be subjected to an unacceptable temperature or heat
flux. For those redundant cables located within 20 feet of each
other, one of the two cable trays will be provided with a 1-hour
ur9p

1
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Per NRC request the following detailed information is provided in accordance
with the format provided in NRC's criteria for granting exemptions to
Section III.G.

A. Area Description

Walls, Floor Ceiling Construction: Reinforced Concrete.-

Floor Area: 5,244 ft* Ceiling Height: 61' Volume: 319,884 ft
-

,

Ventilation:-

Fire Supply Recirculation Max Exhaust No. of Supply /
Zone CFM CFM CFM Return Registers

ESW-la 80,000 64,000 16,000 4

B. Safe Shutdown Capability

Number of Redundant Systems in Area: 5-

Whether or not system or equipment is required for hot shutdown:-

No distinction has been made between hot and cold shutdown systems
or equipment. Therefore, the same degree of protection is provided
for both hot and cold shutdown systems and equipment.

Type of equipment / cables in fire area: motor / pumps, valves, valve-

operators, instrument panels, switchgear, power and control cabling,
motor / fans, strainers, screens, instruments, and motor control
centers. Refer to the PNPP/FPER drawings for more information.

Repair time for cold shutdown equipment within this area:-

N/A - Repair of systems required for cold shutdown is not
considered since as stated above, no distinction is
made between hot and cold shutdown in this analysis.
The allowable 72 hour period following hot shutdown
for repairing cold shutdown systems is not utilized in
the analysis since fire protection has been provided so
that not even a temporary loss of both redundant cold

'

shutdown systems would be acceptable.
,

Separation between redundant components and insitu concentration-

| of combustibles (Note 1).

M32 (Emergency Service Water Pumphouse Ventilation System)

IM32C001A/1M32C001B (Fan) Horizontal Separation = 39'
1M32N020A/1M32N020B (Temperature transmitter) Horizontal Separation = 39'
IM32F070A/1M32F070B (Valve) Horizontal Separation = 21'
1M32N071A/1M32N071B (Position Switch) Horizontal Separation = 21'
1R24S031/1R24S032 (Motor Control Center) Horizontal Separation = 46'

-2-
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P49 (Emergency Service Water Screen Wash System)

P49C002A/P49C002B (Pump) Horizontal Separation = 26'
P49D001A/P49D001B (Screen) Horizontal Separation = 8'
P49D003A/P49D003B (Strainer) Horizontal Separation = 26'
H51P077A/H51P077B (Panel) Horizontal Separation = 21'
1R245031/1R24S032 (Motor Control Center) Horizontal Separation = 46'

P45 (Emergency Service Water System)

IP45C001A/IP45C001B (Pump) Horizontal Separation = 46'
IP45F130A/IP45F130B (Valve) Horizontal Separation = 46'
1R24S031/1R24S032 (Motor Control Center) Horizontal Separation = 46'

R23 (Load Centers) (480 V)

1R24S031/1R24S032 (Motor Control Center) Horizontal Separation = 46'

R43 (Standby Diesel Generator)

1R24S031/1R24LO32 (Motor Control Center) Horizontal Separation = 46'

Notes: 1) There is no significant concentration of insitu combustibles.

2) Credit was taken for manual cleaning and operation of the
screens should a fire remove them from service. Also, the
system can be repaired within 72 hours to achieve and main-
tain cold shutdown.

Alternative Shutdown Capability - No credit was taken for-

alternative shutdown capability.

Since there are no significant concentration of insitu combustibles
and due to the large distance between floor level (586'-6") and high
ceiling (648'-0"), the redundant cable trays will not be simultaneously
subjected to an unacceptable temperature or heat flux.

C. Fire Hazard Analysis

Type of combustibles: motor winding insulation, MCC panel com--

bustibles, cable insulation.

Quantity of combustibles: 138,800,000 BTU 26,700 BTU /ft"-

- Ease of ignition and propagation: Low

- Heat release rate potential: Moderate

- Suppression damage to equipment: No automatic suppression system
provided.

- Area continuously manned: No, Traffic: Low Accessibility: Yes

-3- .
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D. The following table outlines cable tray data regarding tray number,
elevation, percent fill, safety classification, and whether the cable
tray is a vertical or horizontal run, and if the cable tray is provided
with a 1-hour fire wrap:

ZONE ESW-la
(H) Horizontal Run Fir. El. 586-6

(V) Vertical Run
(BOP) Balance Of Plant

Safety- Non-Safety-
Tray # Elev. ' % Full Related Related Remarks

UNIT 1:
18"115 615-8(H) 21.4 X (Div. 1) 5'(V)@90*

610-7(BOT)
6"116' 607-3(H) 32.4 X (Div. 1) 8'(V)@90*

599-6(BOT)
6"117 605-4(TOP) 32.4 X (Div. 1) Full (X)

589-0(BOT)
6"118 599-6(H) 55.3 X (Div. 1)
6"264 628-3(H) 55.3 X (Div. 2) 10'(V)@90*

618-11(BOT)
6"265 628-3(TOP) 23.2 X (Div. 2) Full (V)

589-0(BOT)
6"266 628-3(H) 55.3 X (Div. 2) 10'(V)@90*

618-5(BOT)
6"267 626-9(TOP) 55.3 X (Div. 2) Full (V)

596-10(BOT)
6"442 610-11(TOP) 0 X (BOP) Full (V)

594-0(BOT)
6"443 614-11(H) 37.2 X (BOP)
6"444 614-11(H) 0 X (BOP)
6"445 614-11(H) 0 X (BOP) 4'(V)@45*

618-1(H)
6"446 618-1(H) 0 X (BOP)
18"606 614-6(H) 5.6 X (Div. 1) 9'(V)@90*

605-9(B0P)
18"607 605-9(H) 5.4-8.9 X (Div. 1) 8'(V)@90*

598-0(H)
18"608 598-0(H) 8.8 X (Div. 1)
18"1014 613-5(H) 21.3-27.9 X (BOP)
18"1015 613-5(H) 20 X (BOP)
18"1016 617-1(H) 15.7-19.7 X (BOP) 4'(V)@45*

613-5(H)
18"1017 617-1(H) 15.2 X (BOP)
18"1304 626-9(TOP) 5 X (Div. 2) Full (V)

617-11(BOT)
18"1305 610-11(H) 4-9 X (Div. 2) 21'(V)@90*
12"1305 589-0(BOT)
18"1306 626-9(H) 10.5 X (Div. 2)
18"1307 625-3(TOP) 11.8 X (Div. 2) Full (V)

596-4(BOT)

-4-
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Safety- Non-Safety-
Tray # Elev. % Full Related Related Remarks

UNIT 1:
(Cont'd)

12"2194 611-11(H) 3-6.2 X (BOP)
12"2195 611-11(H) 2.4 X (B0P)
14"2196 611-11(H) 2 X (BOP) 4'(V)@45'

616-1(H)

UNIT II:
18"
12"2513 615-8(H) 32.2 X (Div. 1) 13'(V)@90*

628-3(TOP)
6"2514 628-3(H) 16-32 X (Div. 1)
6"2515 626-9(TOP) 32.2 X (Div. 1) Full (V)

589-0(BOT)
6"2516 628-3(H) 32.2 X (Div. 1) 20'(V)@90*

609-8(BOT)
6"2517 606-4(H) 32.2 X (Div. 1) 4'(V)@90*

602-10(BOT)
6"2518 601-10(H) 32.2 X (Div. 1) 7'(V)@60* &

594-11(BOT) 30* com-
bination

6"2536 628-3(H) 16-32 X (Div. 1).

6"2660 612-1(TOP) 32 X (Div. 2) Full (V)
589-0(BOT)

6"2661 612-1(H) 32-64 X (Div. 2) 11'(V)@90*
609-5(H) & 3'(V)@45'
598-0(BOT)

12"2831 610-11(H) 37.2 X (BOP)
12"2832 604-5(TOP) 37.2 X (BOP) Full (V)

589-0(BOT)
12"3005 614-6(H) 6.7 X (Div. 1) 12'(V)@90*

626-9(TOP)
12"3006 626-9(H) 5.9-10 X (Div. 1) 19'(V)@90*

607-2(BOT),

| 12"3007 604-10(H) 8.8 X (Div. 1) 7'(V)@90*
597-6(H)

12"3385 602-7(H) B X (BOP)
12"3386 602-7(H) 9.7 X (BOP)
12"3387 602-7(H) 9.4 X (BOP)
12"3702 610-8(TOP) 5.7 X (Div. 2) Full (V)

608-1(BOT)i

12"3703 605-9(H) 5.7 X (Div. 2)
12"3704 607-11(H) 5.7-10.7 X (Div. 2) 2'(V)@45*&

605-9(H) 10'(V)@90*
596-6(H)

12"3384 611-1(TOP) 12.6 X (BOP) Full (V)
604-11(BOT)

!
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E. Fire Protection Existing or Committed

Fire Detection Systems: Yes-

Fire Extinguishing Systems: No-

Hose Stations: Yes-

Extinguishers: Yes-

1

Radiant Heat Shields: No-

F. This zone does not meet the cable separation criteria of Appendix R,,

| Section III.G. However, an exemption should be granted because:
1) the screen wash system is not necessary to achieve hot shutdown,
repairs can be made within 72 hours to achieve cold shutdown or can
be manually operated and cleaned; 2) the quantity of combustibles is
less than 1/2 hour; 3) for those redundant cables located within 20 f2et
of one another, one of the two trays will be provided with a 1-hour
wrap, and 4) a fire detection system is provided for the entire area.
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